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suburbs and villages where it ran its course free from any
impediment or restraint. At the opening of the seventeenth
century the Venetian secretary in England wrote that cloth
was " made all over the kingdom, in the small hamlets and
villages and not in the big towns only ". The inability of
the Tudor monarchy to hinder the dispersion of the industrial
population over the countryside, and divert the tide of social
changes, implies that there were definite limitations to its
authority: at the same time it attests the strength of a
widespread movement.
internal It is noteworthy that urban commercial capitalism did
free trade. no£ 3^3^ jn the partial eclipse which befell urban indus-
trial capitalism: the corporate towns still retained their
traditional character as centres of trade. We may infer
that the drawbacks of gild control, which were strongly
felt in the sphere of production, were not only less irksome
in the sphere of distribution but were offset by the obvious
advantages of buying and selling in a recognized market.
Nevertheless even urban commercial capitalism stretched
out its tentacles beyond the territorial confines of the city
walls. We have shown in our first volume that the degree
of internal free trade enjoyed in the Middle Ages has
been unduly minimized. The exclusive monopoly of trade
claimed by the townsfolk was impaired by the bestowal of
royal charters conferring the right to carry merchandise
throughout England quit of toll. No mercantile privilege
was valued more highly than that which released merchants
from all local customs in any part of the country. Exemption
from toll as a normal and familiar practice was a develop-
ment of fundamental importance in the history of English
commerce. The multiplication of grants of immunity
shattered the protective system of the corporate boroughs
and broke down their customs barriers: thereby it facilitated
intercourse and paved the way for national economic unity.
In the pregnant movement towards internal free trade the
metropolis took the lead. Its ascendancy extended in all
directions, and the provinces appeared at one time likely
to become nothing but a vast hinterland, their resources
exploited and their wealth drained away by London entre-

